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The influence of a disturbance upon an infinitely large shallow sea 
of constant depth 
1. Introduc Jc ion 
statj_onary wind-field upon a sea bounded by a coast and an ocean has 
been considered from a general point of view. It has been shown that 
for some simple regions the Laplace transform of the elevation 
of the level of the sea may be represen·ted by an explicit formula. 
In the simplest case of a sea of infinite extensions, so that there 
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and where F is the Laplace transform of a func 1cion F which can be 
obtained from the wind-field. 
In the above-mentioned report the determinatj_on of 
transform had been left out of consideration in view 
form of 1.2. 
from its Laplace 
of the complicated 
In this report where the case of an infinite sea is studied in more 
detail an explicit expression for the original G x,y,t of the function 









In a number of non-trivial cases the function F reduces to a Dirac 
delta function which annihilates the integrations with respect to~ 
and 1 . These cases are considered in 3 and are listed below. In all 
those cases we have derived expressions for the initial response of 
the sea upon a unit step function in the time and for the asymptotic 
behaviour of the elevation as t ~ ~ . If this step function is denoted 
by t. t i.e. (.. t =0 for i~ '- O anc1 1 for t )t O., we consider the cases 
a no wind, logarithmic barometric pressure b 
b ln 2 2 X +y • 
b circular rotation-free wind-field 
X y 
'" -2· ·• ··2· 
X +y 
1 H .A. Lauwe rie r. The mo·cion of a shallow sea under influence of a 
non-stationary wind-field. Report TW 310 
c circular divergence-free wind-field 
-y 
' ·2 " . ~ 
X +y 
d point-source wind 
b X b y l. t 
X 
0 2 2 
X +y 
\/.[ . 0 0 
·y 
In 4 an arbitrary circul_ar wind-field is considered with 




the following simple 
·2 ~ 
X +y f t W · .. 0 y . 
-·"2"'. 2 
X +y 
• • expressJ_on is 
r~ e .,p 
obtained 
SL 
cos 0 - -- sin 8 
p+A ar 
where r, B are polar coordinates., x-·r cos S -Y=r sin e • 
lnr + K0 kr 
1.4 
The results obtained in 3 and 4 are mostly given without proof. 
Since they depend largely upon th2 theory of Laplace transformation a 
is devoted to the study of the inverse Laplace separate sect j_on a r, ~ -✓ :; 
transformation applied and related functions. 
2. General theory 
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2.1 
• 
where tis the elevation of the level of the sea, w and w the compo-
x -y 
nents of the streamo W and ~J the components of the wind-field, b the ; X y 
barometric pressure~ x the coefficient of friction, Sl. the coefficient 
of Coriolis and c the velocity of propagation of a free wave. 
If upon 2.1 Laplace transformation is applied, e.g. 
dJ 
Xyy ,P .... -pt e ~ x,y,t d·t., 
-
for C: the following 
,, 








C p+ /t 
)Wx J 1,1j .. 
_Q ?>W' )W • I y X y An. + ) ' ' - - -tJ p+ I\. ~ u X X y y 
If F represents a poin·c•-source disturbance at t....,'Yl 
F x- t 
where i z is Dirac's delta function defined by 
00 
f ti S u-z du f z , 
-K k 
0 
. 2 2 





Therefore the solution of 2.3 for an arbitrary function F x,y,p at 
the right-hand side becomes 
x.,y.,p -- 1 
- eo 
x- + -Y- 11 p· l. , 'fl ., p d d~ . 
2.8 
In the following S8ction a few cases will be considered in which F 
reduces to a l)Oint s01.,1rce disi:urt)8nce so that, apart from a constant 
factor, the solution is gj_ven by 2.7. 
3. Particular cases 
a no wind, circular depression centr8d at the origin. 
b - f' t J_r1 r, 
t"1he re 
Sinc8 L\ b - 2 rr-




e C, r.,t 
--- 2· ......... ,rJ 
~- l_ 
X +y o 
r,p - f p 




we have by means of the 
The function G r,·t; has the f'nl"r--r,,1inr.r oroperties 1"1hicl1 1.1\1111 be proved 
in 
A • C - 2 G r;. t e 
0 :, 
8 A. C ·c 
2 
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for Jc <.r/c. 
• 
e 1 e v a t j_ on r , t · a -'c a d i s 1r: a n c t~ r f r om i::: he or ~1~ [sin i s 
Thus the initial disi.~urbancl: a)c t .. o travels radially away from the 
,, . 
origin with constant velocity c. 
In the special case where ft . J. s ·the unit step-function 
wh.ere 
t .t_ 0 .._ < 0., L, ..... I.., 
l i: 1 ! ) o, ·c. 
we have in particular t 
G r,--r- d1:, 
and., cf 5 .9 
t; l ' r,t ln 7\t + l. + ln e -·2- --... ) c.. 4c 
l i\ t l -2c -- 2 --
r., t 2 ·t- r 2 1 e + r C 
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The elevation is accordingly determined by 
• 
2 
C x,y,p - - f p K0 kr, 
2 
r 
;xt ...... ~ • 
0 t- r 
C 
1-
. ..I • 
)_ -1 
+ 0 v 
, 
·t - r :, C 
which is the same result as 
conclusions may be drawn. 
. 
l11 the previous case so that the same 
c circular divergence free wind-fi2ld, b=O. 
w 
X 
-Y f -1- , • "~ ,,,, 2· V 
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Thus we have obtained 
' r., -cos + " s J_n p--f- r 
r 
0 
I kr 0 
r 
c,O 
This result will be applied on the following particular case 
=. • .,.:i....4 lnr t ·t 
Since dr 
' , ' 





and similarly for K lcr, 
0 
objca in w:i.tr1out difficul.,cy 
-·- cos e - s j_ 11 e 
In particular we have, cf 
r., ~ .,·c 
2r 
5. The_inverse Laplace transform 
follows. 




r ln A Jc 
0" .. • '1 ~"" ' " " . .,.,., ., + 0 1 , 
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2 
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b If A =0., n::;e.o vvi:~.: 11av(;; 
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The asymptotic behaviour of G r 3 t for large At may be obtained 
either directly from 5e5 or from the behaviour of its Laplace trans-
form near P=O. 
For small p Ko 1{r may be approximated by 
kr k 2 r 2 1<:r 2 kr ln ln + 1- 5.6 - 1 ~ - '" 1+ -., - - a 2 2 • • • 
but do contribute 
p ln p + O 2 p ln p 
Thus we hav8 at one~; 




The behaviour of G 1~, t for t-r /c - ) +o may be ob·ta ined either from 5 .. 5 
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)i t ? al~ 60 
t- r +o. ➔ t ,, ... C 
may be obtained by means of the previous formulae, or in a more direct 
manner. By way of illustration we conslder th0 original of the first 
function for lar~e ·t. 
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